
Silver FoxE-BROCHURE





For guests looking for a charter yacht that maximises 

outdoor spaces, creating luxurious lounging areas, 

offering panoramic sea views, and actively encouraging 

fun in the sun, the Baglietto yacht SILVER FOX is sure to 

tick a lot of boxes.





SILVER FOX’s interiors have a liberal use of 

glass throughout, such as the floor-to-ceiling 

windows in the main salon, ensuring the 

connection to the sea is strong everywhere 

you go.

The colour palette is neutral and calming, a 

reprieve from the midday sun whilst still being 

able to appreciate the sea surroundings. There 

is also a separate dining area in the main salon

for formal dinner parties, which also has large 

windows.









She accommodates 12 guests across a very 

charter-friendly five cabins, including a main deck 

master suite, with an office, a walk-in wardrobe, 

and his and her’s bathrooms, plus two double 

cabins and two convertible twin-cabins on the 

lower deck.







The deck space is where SILVER FOX really excels. 

Her 140 square metre sun deck is the largest in her 

class. Module furniture allows for flexibility, as they 

can be swept aside for a sunrise yoga session or to 

make room for a dancefloor, while the infinity pool 

is a real scene stealer.

The upper deck terrace is equally as impressive, 

with an exceptional floor space for alfresco dining 

and lounging.









SILVER FOX has yet another inviting outdoor 

area in the beach club, complete with its 

own steam room and gym. So while crew 

bring the water toys out to play, guests can 

unwind in this cool on-the-water space, 

which is pretty impressive for a sub 50m 

yacht.











SPECIFICATIONS
MAIN CHARACTERISTICS

Builder:  Baglietto

LOA: 47.60m (156’ 2»)

Crew: 9

Built: 2018

Accommodation: 12 guests

Cabin configuration: 3 Double, 2 Convertible

Cruising speed: 13 knots

Stabilizers at anchor

Stabilizers underway

 

TENDERS

1 x Williams 625 Jet tender (11 pax incl. Crew)

1 x Rescue tender – Zodiac RIB with 10 hp outboard

 
TOYS

3 x Seadoo RXT jet skis

4 x Seabobs

2 x Kyaks

1 x Flyboard

1 x Lift board (e-foil) 

1 x Electric jet surf

1 x Wakeboard

1 x Slide

1 x SUP

Waterskis

Numerous inflatables

GYM EQUIPMENT

1 x Treadmill

1 x Exercise bike

Dumbbells

Kettlebells

 
KEY FEATURES

Full beam Master Cabin

Excellent toy selection includes a slide, jetskis, seabobs, 

flyboard and kayaks

Fantastic sun deck complete with Infinity pool, sun 

loungers and dining/cocktail space

Chic and minimalist interiors flooded with natural light

Beach club with steam room and dedicated gym

 

Advertising of the above vessel in either printed publications on the internet or in any other medium 
is not permitted without prior permission from the Owner via the Central Agent.

All particulars are given in good faith and are believed to be correct but cannot be guaranteed.




